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Abstract We present the first study of dust impact events on one of the Earth-orbiting Cluster satellites.
The events were identified in the measurements of the wide band data (WBD) instrument on board the
satellite operating in monopole configuration. Since 2009 the instrument is operating in this configuration
due to the loss of three electric probes and is therefore measuring the potential between the only operating
antenna and the spacecraft body. Our study shows that the WBD instrument on Cluster 1 is able to detect
pulses generated by dust impacts and discusses four such events. The presence of instrumental effects,
intensive natural waves, noncontinuous sampling modes, and the automatic gain control complicates this
detection. Due to all these features, we conclude that the Cluster spacecraft are not ideal for dust impact
studies. We show that the duration and amplitudes of the pulses recorded by Cluster are similar to pulses
detected by STEREO, and the shape of the pulses can be described with the model of the recollection of
impact cloud electrons by the positively charged spacecraft. We estimate that the detected impacts were
generated by micron-sized grains with velocities in the order of tens of km/s.
1. Introduction
Small dust and meteoroid hypervelocity (v >1 km/s) impacts can cause satellite anomalies resulting in the
worst case in loss of a spacecraft [Caswell et al., 1995; Lai et al., 2002; Murad and Williams, 2003; Goel and Close,
2015]. Such impacts threaten both manned and unmanned space missions. The dust flux into the Earth’s
atmosphere also influences atmospheric processes [cf. e.g., Plane et al., 2015]. It is therefore important to study
and quantify the dust flux that enters the Earth’s atmosphere. The cosmic dust particles are part of the solar
system and can feasibly be observed in the near-Earth space or when they enter the Earth’s atmosphere [cf.
e.g., Grün et al., 1985, 1992; Meyer-Vernet, 2001; Mann et al., 2011, 2014]. More studies of dust occurrence are
required since a 2 orders of magnitude uncertainty about the meteoroid flux has been stated with different
observation methods [see e.g., Ceplecha et al., 1998; Mathews et al., 2001; Mann et al., 2011; Plane, 2012; Plane
et al., 2015]. One complementary method could be to use electric field instruments detecting an impact cloud
generated by hypervelocity dust impacts [Meyer-Vernet, 2001; Close et al., 2010]. This method has been suc-
cessfully used for detection of pulses generated by dust impacts on spacecraft during several interplanetary
missions such as the Voyager spacecraft crossing the Saturn ring plane [Aubier et al., 1983; Gurnett et al., 1983]
followed by other missions such as Deep Space 1 [Tsurutani et al., 2004], Cassini [Wang et al., 2006; Kurth et al.,
2006; Ye et al., 2014], Wind [Malaspina et al., 2014; Wood et al., 2015], and STEREO [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2009;
Zaslavsky et al., 2012; Zaslavsky, 2015; Malaspina et al., 2015]. The sensitivity of these measurements strongly
depends on the design and operation of the electric field instrument.
In this study we use data from one of the four Cluster spacecraft launched in 2000 to study the Earth’s mag-
netosphere, in order to evaluate whether it is possible to use its electric field measurements for searching for
dust impacts in the near-Earth environment. We present the first observations of pulses generated by dust
impacts on the Cluster 1 spacecraft which were detected by the wide band data (WBD) instrument [Gurnett
et al., 1997]. We first describe the mechanism of dust impact detection with the electric field instruments.
Then we describe the specific properties of the Cluster spacecraft and the WBD instrument and their influ-
ence on dust detection, focusing on risks of misinterpretation of pulses generated by instrumental effects
or by natural waves that are commonly present in the Earth’s magnetosphere. We present and discuss some
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Figure 1. A simplifying sketch of the impact cloud (red ions and blue electrons) generation by a hypervelocity dust
impact and the following electron recollection by a positively charged spacecraft body. The black line represents a dip in
the temporal evolution of the spacecraft potential, ΦSC, caused by the impact.
recollection described by Zaslavsky [2015]. We provide an estimate of the size and the velocity of the imping-
ing grains and discuss the sensitivity of the method. In the last part we compare the first impact detected by
the Cluster 1 spacecraft with impacts observed by the STEREO mission presented by Zaslavsky [2015].
2. Signals Generated by Dust Impacts
Dust impacts on spacecraft materials generate free electrons and ions by impact ionization, and this impact
cloud alters the potential of the spacecraft or the antenna by recollecting the impact cloud particles if the
spacecraft body is charged. The spacecraft potential, controlled by charging currents such as photoemission,
collection of electrons and ions, and secondary electron emission, is an important parameter for the recol-
lection of charged particles [Garrett, 1981, 2000]. The spacecraft is charged positively when illuminated by
solar UV radiation, with photoemission as the dominant charging process. Electrons in the impact cloud are
attracted to the positively charged spacecraft while the positive ions are repelled. The recollected electrons
create an additional negative current to the spacecraft resulting in a fast reduction of the positive poten-
tial followed by a slower relaxation to the equilibrium value. This process is shown in a simplifying sketch in
Figure 1. The recollection of particles is influenced by complex dynamic of the impact cloud and its expansion
[Pantellini et al., 2012]. The presence of positive ions close to the spacecraft surface influences the spacecraft
potential when electrons are being recollected. Thus, the change in the spacecraft potential is influenced not
only by recollection of electrons but also especially by dynamics of ions and their interaction with ambient
electrons [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2017]. Some electrons can be recollected by the antenna resulting in reduction
of antenna potential. A slower relaxation time for the antenna potential could lead to a small “overshoot” in
the measured electric field by a monopole antenna such as observed by STEREO [Zaslavsky, 2015], but this
case is very unlikely for the Cluster spacecraft as detailed further below. The Active Spacecraft Potential Con-
trol feature, which can reduce the positive potential on Cluster 1 since August 2000, has not been operational
[Torkar et al., 2001].
There exist two different antenna operation modes of electric field instruments. Generally, the two modes
have a small effect on electric field measurements but make a huge difference in dust impact detection
capabilities. The instrument can either operate in a dipole regime, where the electric field is measured as a
potential drop between two antennas, or in a monopole configuration where only one antenna is used with
the spacecraft body as a reference. The monopole configuration is thus sensitive to changes in the spacecraft
and antenna potentials, while the dipole configuration is sensitive only to changes in the antenna potentials
[Meyer-Vernet et al., 2014].
Each pulse generated by a dust impact can be described by three main parameters: the time constant for
a first fast change of the potential, Δt, the amplitude of the pulse, ΔΦSC, and the time constant for the
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relaxation to the original value, 𝜏 . The time duration of the first fast voltage change is determined by the
impact cloud dynamics.
The current reducing the spacecraft potential given by recollection of electrons and dynamics of cloud ions,






where Qrec is the total amount of the recollected charge determining the amplitude of the pulse,Δt is the pulse
rise time, and t0 is time of the impact. The time needed to reach the equilibrium potential, ΦSC, depends on
the surrounding plasma environment [Whipple, 1981] and varies in the solar wind and in the different magne-
tospheric regions [Vaverka et al., 2017]. The spacecraft potential decays exponentially back to the equilibrium
state as the following [Meyer-Vernet, 1985]:
ΦSC ∼ e−t∕𝜏 , (2)








where C is the spacecraft capacitance, S is the spacecraft surface area, Tpho is the photoelectron temperature,
ne is the plasma electron density, Te is the ambient electron temperature, and me is the electron’s mass. The
pulse’s shape can be estimated by convolution of (1) and (2) [Zaslavsky, 2015].
Analyzing the amplitude of a pulse in the spacecraft potential generated by the dust impact, ΔΦSC gives a
rough estimate of the size and the velocity of the impinging dust grain. The change of the spacecraft potential
is given by the amount of charge recollected by the spacecraft, Qrec, and by the spacecraft capacitance, C, as
ΔΦSC = Qrec∕C. (4)
The Cluster spacecraft capacitance is close to 100 pF when using a spherical approximation. The number of
recollected electrons depends on the amount of charge released by the dust impact, the energy of released
electrons, and the spacecraft potential. The majority of the released electrons is attracted back to the space-
craft if the spacecraft potential is significantly higher than the energy of the released electrons. On the other
hand, some electrons can escape when the spacecraft potential is on a similar level or lower. There are
ion-electron collisions at the beginning of cloud expansion. Thus, the electrons are moving in random direc-
tions due to these collisions and can be recollected even when the positive spacecraft potential is low or even
slightly negative [Meyer-Vernet et al., 2017].
Laboratory experiments with hypervelocity dust impacts show that a typical electron temperature in the
impact cloud is around 5 eV [Collette et al., 2015, 2016]. This indicates that most of the electrons are recol-
lected by a spacecraft at 1 AU distance from the Sun. The amount of the charge released by hypervelocity
dust impacts has been experimentally studied [Dietzel et al., 1973; McBride and McDonnell, 1999], resulting in
a formula for an aluminium target [McBride and McDonnell, 1999]:
Q = 0.7m1.02v3.48, (5)
where Q is the released charge, m is the mass of the impinging dust grain, and v is the velocity of the grain.
Similar experiments have recently been revised for space relevant materials (germanium-coated black Kapton,
beryllium copper, multilayer isolation, and solar cells) by Collette et al. [2014] resulting in a significantly lower
yield. An equation for the released charge can be used in a general form:
Q = 𝛼m𝛽v𝛾 , (6)
where 𝛼, 𝛽 , and 𝛾 are parameters depending on the target material. The parameter 𝛽 is generally very close
to 1, the value of 𝛾 is in the range of 3–5, and 𝛼 is in the range of 10−1 –10−3 [Collette et al., 2014]. Such a
variation of parameters results in an uncertainty of the estimation of the released charge which depends
on the target composition. It should be mentioned that these measurements have been performed for the
impactor velocity between 10 and 40 km/s.
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3. The Cluster Spacecraft and the Wide Band Data (WBD) Instrument
The Cluster mission comprises four identical spacecraft orbiting the Earth in close formation. The aim of this
mission was to study the Earth’s magnetosphere over the course of an entire solar cycle. The highly elliptical
orbit with a perigee less than 4 Earth radii (RE) and an apogee up to 20 RE provides measurements from dif-
ferent parts of the Earth’s magnetosphere and from the solar wind. The Cluster spacecraft are equipped with
the Electric Fields and Waves (EFW) instrument [Gustafsson et al., 2001]. Two pairs of dipole electric antennas
each with boom length 44 m (88 m tip to tip) are placed on each spacecraft. There is a sphere of diameter 8 cm
placed at the end of each of the antennas, and the electric field is measured as a potential drop between the
two spheres. Each antenna is also equipped with a puck-shaped unit (8 cm diameter) placed 1.5 m in front of
the sphere. The puck contains a preamplifier and shields the sphere from photoelectrons emitted from the
spacecraft body. The large distance of the spheres from the spacecraft body and the shielding by the puck
unit makes the recollection of impact cloud electrons by the antenna very unlikely. This is the reason why the
dipole antennas on Cluster are less sensitive for dust impacts than the dipole detectors used, for example, dur-
ing the Voyager, Cassini, Deep Space 1, and Wind missions. In practice only direct dust impacts on one of the
spheres can be detected. Since the surface of the sphere is much smaller than the surface of the spacecraft,
this path of dust detection is less probable.
There have occurred several probe failures on the satellites and only the Cluster 4 spacecraft still has four fully
operational electric field probes. On the other hand, Cluster 1 has lost three probes and operates with only
one electric antenna since November 2009. Since that time the electric field is measured as a potential drop
between the only operating antenna and the spacecraft body. The shorter probe separation length (44 m
instead 88 m) leads to an increased noise level in the electric field signals. Fortunately, this monopole config-
uration is sensitive to changes in the spacecraft potential and can thus be used for detecting hypervelocity
dust impacts. We have used the data from the Cluster 1 spacecraft when it was operating in the monopole
configuration to search for voltage pulses generated by dust impacts on the spacecraft body.
A signal from the electric field antenna is processed by the WBD instrument providing data with a high sam-
pling frequency in three modes 27.4 kHz, 54.9 kHz, and 219.5 kHz [Gurnett et al., 1997]. This corresponds to a
time resolutions from 5 to 36 μs, which is high enough to detect signals generated by dust impacts, for which
typical impact timescale is in order of a millisecond. The signal is digitized, with a 1 bit, 4 bit, or 8 bit resolution.
Continuous sampling with full resolution (8 bit) is provided only in the slowest mode (27.4 kHz) because of
limited data transmission. The 4 bit and 1 bit resolution could be provided to obtain continuous sampling in
the faster modes. A noncontinuous sampling is typically used to maintain a full resolution. In this case 40 ms
of data is followed by a 40 ms gap in the 54.9 kHz sampling mode, and 20 ms of data is followed by a 60 ms
gap in the fastest mode. This reduces the total data coverage during the measurement to 50% in the 54.9 kHz
mode and to 12.5% in the 219.5 kHz mode and complicates the dust impact detection.
Another feature of the WDB instrument is the automatic gain control providing sensitivity in a large dynamic
range (75 dB) when the 8 bit resolution is used. The gain control has 16 levels with 5 dB steps which are used to
provide a saturation level from 0.014 mV/m (gain 75) to 78 mV/m (gain 0). This property can strongly influence
the dust grain detection by reaching the saturation threshold at high gain levels or by reducing the sensitivity
at low gain levels. The influence of these effects for the dust impact detection is discussed in the following
sections.
The WBD data are obtained only during a fraction of an orbit (∼4%) due to the lack of receiving ground
stations. The limited amount of data, modes using noncontinuous sampling, and automatic gain control
influencing dust impact detection must be considered carefully for the statistical analysis.
4. Observations
The measured data from the WBD instrument are complex since they contain large amounts of natural waves.
Examples of such waves are electrostatic solitary waves [Pickett et al., 2009, 2015] including monopolar, bipolar,
and tripolar pulses and amplitude modulated electrostatic waves [Deng et al., 2006] with fast oscillations in the
electric field signal. Especially the bipolar and the monopolar pulses can be misinterpreted as dust impacts.
The presence of solitary waves complicates identification of dust impacts. A better understanding of solitary
waves and dust identification is needed for a complete statistical analysis. Also instrumental effects, such as
the influence of the automatic gain control, interference with the Waves of High frequency and Sounder for
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Figure 2. (top) A dust impact detected by the Cluster 1 spacecraft in the monopole configuration on 10 December 2009
at 12:30:09.6628 UTC when the WBD instrument operated in the continuous sampling mode with a sampling frequency
of 27.4 kHz. A fast electric field drop is followed by a saturation at −0.14 mV/m (gain level 55 dB) for 692 μs and
subsequently by a slower relaxation to the equilibrium value. (bottom) A fit of the theoretical pulse to the measured
data. The best fit parameters are Δt = 80 μs as parameter of the Gaussian function, 𝜏 = 255 μs as a constant for the
exponential decay (e−t∕𝜏 ), and an amplitude of the pulse ΔE = 1.6 mV/m.
Probing of Electron density by Relaxation (WHISPER) instrument [Décréau et al., 1997], and the presence of
pulses generated by the switching between recordings of the electric and the magnetic field, can confuse
the interpretation of the pulses. The automatic gain control generates pulses in connection to the change of
the gain level. These pulses can easily be misinterpreted as dust impacts. Thus, we have removed data close
to all gain changes (few milliseconds). Intensive pulses are generated when active sounding of the WHISPER
experiment takes place. Data from these periods have also been excluded. We have developed a code for
automatic searching for pulses in the measured electric field to find candidates for dust impacts. Fast changes
in the electric field were used as a selection criteria. The events that have been identified using the automatic
search method have been checked manually to distinguish them from the intensive natural wave background.
We have found four pulses that we interpret as dust impacts during this initial study. All impacts were detected
while the WBD instrument was operational during crossing of the Earth’s magnetopause in December 2009.
An example of one of these impacts is shown in Figure 2 (top). This event occurred on 10 December 2009
at 12:30:09.6628 UTC when the WBD instrument was running in the continuous sampling mode with the
sampling frequency of 27.4 kHz. It is possible to see that a fast electric field drop is followed by a saturation at
−0.14 mV/m (gain level 55 dB) for 692 μs and after that by a slower relaxation back to the equilibrium value.
The amplitude of the pulse is significantly larger than the ones of the surrounding natural waves. It is possible
to see that natural waves are much weaker after the dust impact. The reason can be that the expanding impact
cloud influences the local plasma and wave environment.
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Table 1. The Range of the Pulse Parameters for the Dust Impacts
by Cluster Compared With the Parameters Obtained by STEREO
[Zaslavsky, 2015]
Parameter Cluster STEREO STEREO Average Value
Δt (μs) 60–80 5–60 30
ΔΦSC (mV) 6–70 15–150
𝜏 (μs) 100–500 100–1000 250
The Gaussian function and the consequential exponential relaxation to the original value, based on assump-
tions of recollection of electrons described by Zaslavsky [2015], are fitted to the observed pulse in Figure 2
(bottom). The best fit parameters are Δt = 80 μs as parameter of the Gaussian function (equation (1)),
ΔE = 1.6 mV/m (ΔΦSC = 70 mV) as the amplitude of the pulse (equation (4)), and 𝜏 = 255 μs as the constant
for the exponential decay (equation (2)). The uncertainties of the fitted parameters is large because the main
part of the pulse is in saturation and there are only few data points at the rising edge of the pulse. We estimate
the relative uncertainties for 𝜏 to 30% and forΔt andΔΦSC at least to 50% (from the variation of fitting param-
eters). The precision of this fit is also influenced by the presence of a nonlinear response when the signal is
close to the saturation level. The constant 𝜏 derived from equation (3) for Te = 8 eV is in the range between
100 and 2000 μs because of uncertainty in the plasma electron density (ne = 0.1–2 cm−3), since there is no
such data available from Cluster 1 during the dust impact. It is possible to see that the theoretical model fits
to the measured data very well, and therefore, the detected pulse can be associated to the dust impact. This
figure clearly shows the saturation effect caused by the automatic gain control: the expected peak amplitude
in the fit to the shape of the pulse is in the measured data cutoff at −0.14 mV/m (gain level = 55 dB). The val-
ues of these parameters for the four detected dust impacts are in ranges Δt = 60–80 μs, 𝜏 = 100–500 μs, and
ΔE = 0.14–1.6 mV/m (ΔΦSC = 6–70 mV). These values correspond to the recollected charge Q = 0.6–7 pC.
The parameters are listed in Table 1. The corresponding pulses are shown in Figure 3 with fitted peaks.
4.1. Estimation of the Size and the Velocity of Impacting Grains
We use four different sets of material parameters to show their influence on the quantitative analysis of the
dust impacts detected by the Cluster spacecraft. We compare the commonly used relation for the amount of
charge released by hypervelocity dust impacts given in equation (5) for an aluminium target (𝛼 = 0.7, 𝛽=1.02,
and 𝛾 = 3.48) with three space related materials, beryllium copper (BeCu: 𝛼 = 1.2 ⋅ 10−2, 𝛽=1, and 𝛾 = 3.8),
multilayer thermal isolation (MLI: 𝛼 = 1.7 ⋅10−3, 𝛽=1, and 𝛾 = 4.7), and solar cell surface (𝛼 = 4.7 ⋅10−3, 𝛽=1, and
𝛾 = 4.2) [Collette et al., 2014]. Figure 4 (top) shows the relation between the size and the velocity of the imping-
ing dust grain shown in Figure 2 (ΔE = 1.6 mV/m) for the different target compositions. The grain is assumed
to be spherical with a specific density of 2000 kg/m3 typical for dust grains in space. The strong variation
in target material parameters (𝛼 and 𝛾) results only in a small variation of the derived impact parameters.
Since the typical impact velocity derived from meteor observations is between 20 and 60 km/s [Szasz et al.,
2008] the observed pulse can be generated by a micron-sized grain in this velocity range. Similar values are
observed with dust instruments in the interplanetary medium. For instance, for Ulysses the impact speeds
that are derived from the signals range from 2 km/s to 70 km/s, while a significant fraction of registered events
is caused by impacts of fast and small dust particles outside of the range of instrument calibration [Mann,
2010]. The hatched areas in Figure 4 show the typical impact velocity range for solar system dust particles. In
some cases the relative impact velocity can be very low, for example, for the interstellar dust due to the Earth’s
orbital velocity. The observed pulse can be generated by a grain of radius r ∼10 μm for an impact velocity
lower than 10 km/s. Based on the finding that nanometer-sized dust can be accelerated up to an order of
solar wind speed at 1 AU [Mann et al., 2007; Czechowski and Mann, 2010], we here concluded that a 300 km/s
impact could also have generated the observed pulse.
The amplitudes of all the four impacts detected by the Cluster spacecraft are in the range of 0.14–1.6 mV/m.
This results only in small variation of the estimated velocity and the size of the impinging grains. Figure 4
(bottom) shows the relation between the impact velocity and the dust size for the different scales of ampli-
tude of the pulses generated by the dust impact. We use the solar cell material since solar cells cover most
of the Cluster spacecraft body. The lines correspond to the dynamical range of the WBD instrument (gain
0 dB–78 mV/m and gain 75 dB–0.014 mV/m) showing its sensitivity. It is possible to see that the WBD instru-
ment can detect a dust grain of radius r = 10μm impinging at 1 km/s when it operates in high gain level (75 dB)
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Figure 3. Fit of the theoretical pulse to the measured data for other registered dust impacts.
and at 10 km/s when it operates in the lowest gain level (0 dB). Grains of radius r = 10 nm can be detected only
if they impact at velocity ∼ 300 km/s and the WBD instrument simultaneously operates at one of the highest
gain levels.
5. Comparison to the STEREO Measurement
Hypervelocity dust impacts have been detected by many other missions mainly by electric field instruments
in dipole configuration. STEREO spacecraft are equipped with an electric field instrument in monopole con-
figuration [Bougeret et al., 2008]. Impacts detected by STEREO can thus be compared with the first impacts
detected by Cluster. The STEREO mission consists of two identical spacecraft orbiting the Sun approximately
at 1 AU, measuring in the solar wind. STEREO has a much shorter electric field antenna (6 m length) which
makes collection of electrons by the antenna possible. This is the main difference between STEREO and Clus-
ter measurements, and the reason why the curve observed with Cluster has no overshoots. In the present
study we use the same model for description of the pulse shape as used by Zaslavsky [2015] for the STEREO
measurements. The main part of the curve shown in Figure 1 is determined by recollection of electrons and
dynamics of ions and their interaction with ambient electrons. The time duration of pulses is about the same
for both missions. The time constant 𝜏 is in the range from 100 μs to 1 ms for STEREO with a maximum at
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Figure 4. (top) The relation between the velocity and the size of the impinging grain shown in Figure 2 for different
target materials: aluminium (Al), multilayer isolation (MLI), beryllium cooper (BeCu), and solar cell. (bottom) The same
relation for different possible amplitudes of pulses, ΔE. The four thin black solid and dashed lines represent pulses
detected by the Cluster spacecraft. The hatched areas show the typical impact velocity range for solar system
dust particles.
250 μs [Zaslavsky, 2015] and in the range from 100 μs to 500 μs for Cluster. The constant of the Gaussian func-
tion, Δt, is close to 30 μs for STEREO while it is in the range from 60 to 80 μs for Cluster. This difference can be
due to different construction of the spacecraft or by their different plasma environments. STEREO operates
only in the solar wind, while Cluster detected the dust impacts during crossing of the Earth’s magnetopause.
In order to understand the difference in the constant of the Gaussian function, more impacts on Cluster must
be analyzed.
The amplitude of the impacts detected by STEREO is influenced by the saturation level of the STEREO/WAVES
time domain sampler (TDS) instrument because only pulses smaller than the 150 mV have been recorded in
order to avoid signal distortion near saturation. The saturation level is 175 mV (30 mV/m, 6 m antenna), and
the pulses of the amplitude from a few millivolts up to 150 mV (the detection level) have been recorded. Pulses
observed by Cluster are in saturation, and their full amplitude is estimated by fitting of theoretical profile.
Estimated amplitudes are from 0.14 mV/m (6.2 mV) to 1.6 mV/m (70 mV) and correspond to similar numbers
as observed by the STEREO spacecraft. This gives a hint that these pulses can be generated by grains of a
similar size-velocity ratio. The fact that pulses observed by the Cluster and the STEREO spacecraft have similar
shape, duration, and amplitude proposes that these pulses might be generated by the same mechanism of
recollection of electrons from the impact cloud generated by the hypervelocity dust impact. The range of the
pulse parameters for the four detected dust impacts by Cluster and the parameters obtained from thousands
of impacts by STEREO [Zaslavsky, 2015] is listed in Table 1.
6. Discussion and Conclusion
We have successfully detected the first hypervelocity impacts of dust on the Cluster 1 spacecraft with the
WBD instrument. All four impacts were detected during crossing of the Earth’s magnetopause in December
2009. The fact that the electric field instrument is forced to operate in a monopole configuration after several
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antenna failures made this detection possible. We have shown that this instrument is able to detect pulses
generated by dust impacts in the monopole configuration.
The detection of pulses in the electric field data generated by the dust impacts on the Cluster spacecraft is
difficult and perturbed by the presence of instrumental effects, intensive natural waves, noncontinuous sam-
pling modes, and the automatic gain control adjusting the dynamic range between 0.014 mV/m and 78 mV/m.
The presence of intense natural waves makes the automatic detection of dust impacts more challenging, and
some of the waves can also be misinterpreted as pulses generated by dust impacts. Due to all these features,
we conclude that the Cluster spacecraft are not ideal for dust impact studies. All these effects are necessary
to keep in mind during the data processing and when comparing to data from other spacecraft since every
instrument is unique with specific instrumental effects, duty cycle, and sensitivity.
We have shown that the shape of the pulses detected by Cluster corresponds to the model of the recollection
of impact cloud electrons by a positively charged spacecraft described by Zaslavsky [2015] for the STEREO
mission. The duration and the amplitudes of the first pulses recorded by Cluster are similar to pulses detected
by STEREO using the monopole electric antenna which suggests that the pulses might have the same origin
in dust impacts.
It is possible to estimate the size and the velocity of impinging dust grains from the amplitude of the measured
pulse by applying an equation for the amount of the released free charge by hypervelocity impacts [Collette
et al., 2014]. The precision of this estimate is strongly influenced by the target composition, the spacecraft
potential, the temperature of the impact cloud electrons, and by estimation of the peak amplitude in the case
when the saturation is caused by the automatic gain control. On the other hand, very strong dependence of
the amplitude of the pulse on the size (third power) and the velocity (third to fifth power) of the impacting
grains allows this rough estimation. While it is not possible to distinguish between the slow heavy grain and
the fast smaller one, we estimate possible combination of these parameters for the first impacts detected on
the Cluster 1 spacecraft. The detected pulses can be generated by the impact of a micron-size grain with the
velocity of the order of tens km/s or by a nanometer-size grain with the velocity of the order of hundreds
km/s. However, small amount of detected pulses suggests that these impacts are probably generated by
micron-size grains.
Applying charge production estimates to experimental results by Collette et al. [2014] we derive that the WBD
instrument is able to detect dust grains of radii r ∼ 10 μm impinging at 1 km/s when it operates in the high
gain level (75 dB) and at 10 km/s when it operates in the lowest gain level (0 dB). Grains of radii r ∼ 10 nm
can be detected only when they impact at maximal expected velocity (∼ 300 km/s) and the WBD instrument
operates at one of the highest gain levels. Assuming that the typical impact velocity derived from meteor
observations is close to 40 km/s [Szasz et al., 2008], the lowest size limit for detection is 0.1 μm for the high
gain level (75 dB) and 1 μm for the low gain level (0 dB).
We plan for a more detailed comparative study of signatures from dust impacts and solitary waves to reduce
the risk of misinterpretation of these two features. After that a statistical study on impacts on Cluster spacecraft
can be performed.
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